Get exclusive access
As IndianRaga grows globally, members will have
access to new events, opportunities and projects with
us! Be the first to know and experience!

Join Today!
Write to info@indianraga.in

Connect With Us
www.indianraga.com

Join Today!

IndianRaga
Membership

Global network of students,
performers and connoisseurs of
performing arts

www.facebook.com/indianragaproject
www.youtube.com/indianragaproject
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Benefits
Access to Global Network of Expertise
IndianRaga Certification evaluators are professionals who
take the time to provide detailed, actionable feedback. You
can be part of a global network of artists at different levels,
and avail of learning and performance opportunities.

Great Value for Money
We are interested in partnering with our members on an
ongoing basis instead of one-time activities. The
Membership offers significantly discounted access to
Certification, Contests, Webinars, Raga Labs, Fellowship,
Online Course Library to open up our entire ecosystem to
you as a valued member.

Flexibility

Packages
IndianRaga Gold Member
- USD 29 per month
- Opportunity to get IndianRaga certified every 4 months
in the genre and level of your choice (Valued at $450)
- Complementary participation in monthly IndianRaga
contests to showcase your talent (Valued at $300)
- 15% discount on all other IndianRaga offerings (Valued
>$200)
- 50% discount on monthly webinars or courses offered
(Valued >$50)

IndianRaga Silver Member
- USD 19 per month
- Opportunity to get IndianRaga certified once annually in
the genre and level of your choice (Valued at $150)

Becoming an IndianRaga member does not take away
from your current arts training. We partner with teachers
across the world, and students can simply add on the
membership to their music training to get access to
additional opportunities to learn, perform and shine. You
can join us directly, or through your teacher, the choice is
yours!

- Complementary participation in monthly IndianRaga
contests to showcase your talent (Valued at $300)

Strong Brand Recognition

Fastest-growing Arts Ecosystem

Featured by National Public Radio (NPR) in USA and
most leading publications in India, IndianRaga has been
invited by iconic brands like Lincoln Center and Chicago
Cultural Center, corporates like Bank of Tokyo, KPMG.
Our Fellows have been selected to join Harvard,
Princeton, Berkeley and other prestigious universities.

IndianRaga projects have launched
in 30+ cities in 2 years across 3
continents. 3000+ participants have
joined our programs, and over 2
million audiences have seen our
videos! Join the movement today!

- 10% discount on all other IndianRaga offerings (Valued
>$150)
- 25% discount on monthly webinars or courses offered
(Valued >$25)

